Prospective and retrospective effects in a virtual pointing task.
Over two decades ago prospective and retrospective effects of posture selection in a sequential task were described for the first time. Since then, both effects have been reproduced in a number of reaching studies. We asked (1) whether retrospective effects would also be found in a sequential pointing task and (2) whether pro/retrospective effects of posture selection would transfer to the end-effector position in the absence of haptic feedback. To this end, we created a sequential, perceptual-motor task in a virtual environment. Participants had to point to a row of targets in the frontal plane in sequential order. In a control experiment, physical targets were placed at the same locations. Results showed that kinematic parameters were similar in the virtual and real environment. Retrospective effects of posture/position were found in neither environment, indicating that pointing movements require lower cognitive planning costs than reaching movements. Prospective effects of posture were found both in the virtual and real environment. Prospective effects of position, on the other hand, were present in the virtual but not in the real environment, indicating that the absence of haptic feedback may result in unconscious shifts of the end-effector position.